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1. INTRODUCTION 

The collection of large-scale people opinions through discussion support system is an emerging approach 
for SDGs cooperation that aims to solve wicked problems in the 21st century. Large-scale online discussion 
platforms are considered as smart method for urban dialogue. Some of studies clarified that the time 
and space constraints of human-based facilitation in large-scale discussions raises problems for 
consensus building due to limit of reaching out to all audience during dialogue. To solve these problems, 
in this demonstration, we present social experiment using a crowd-scale discussion support system 
based on an automated facilitation agent “D-Agree”, which we developed for smart urban dialogue 
where participants can exercise their ideas and comments as texts. The AI functionality of system 
extract the discussion structure from posted items and identify pros and cons within discussed items. 
We adopted IBIS for this purposed because this structure persuades participants to track the core 
elements within dialogue through outlining issues and ideas within discussed items. We conducted 
Kabul city series of social experiments being presented with an opportunity I-A-G collaboration between 
Kabul Municipality “KM” and Nagoya Institute of Technology “NITech”. The results demonstrate that 
the AI-based online dialogue eliminated cultural, social, time and space constraints towards urban 
dialogue compared with human facilitators in traditional dialogue.  

1.1 Background 
The Crowd discussion is an emerging approach on social sustainability that aims to solve the social 
problems in the 21st century. Previous research centered on the development of collective online 
discussion system “COLLAGREE” (Ito et al., 2014; Imi et al., 2015; Imi et al., 2015 and Ito, 2018) for 
Nagoya city planning considering a social experiment in a stable & developed country like Japan. Here, 
we focus on the usage & application of an AI-based online discussion facilitation system “D-Agree” 
into wicked city problems of fragile and conflict-affected city like Kabul in Afghanistan, being presented 
with an opportunity for transfer of social experiment by I-A-G. We introduce a crowd discussion support 
system based on AI facilitation herein as part of an action research to solve Kabul’s social issues and 
urban problems, through conducting case study and social experiment. 

1.2 Aim 
Our paper is especially focused on the international experiment transfer of D-Agree usage and 
application for wicked city problems of fragile and conflict-affected city like Kabul. The content includes 
the background, process and formalization of the collaboration and reports on the outline of the societal 
experiment of D-Agree in 22 municipal districts of Kabul city [fig 3(b)]. It also mentions the implications 
of international differences (Nagoya-Kabul) in social systems highlighted from the episodes of the 
debriefing social discussion conducted through utilizing D-Agree. The final objective of our study is to 
evaluate facilitation of citizens discussion in urban dialogue and access to city meeting in order to solve 
city issues, contribute to Kabul city action plan through find ing out how public, not government, can 
solve city’s soft problems. Finally evaluate AI-based facilitation of our system compared to human-based 
facilitation. 
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1.3 Method and Hypotheses 
Our action research is based on the soft system methodology of Checkland et al, by using crowd 
discussion system for urban dialogue, which is regarded as a main component for solving complex 
problems. The method used to target city issues and social problems through collecting large citizen’s 
opinions by using “D-Agree”.  
Through this experiment, we aimed to examine the applicability of AI-based crowd discussion system 
for city and social issues into fragile and conflict-affected city like Kabul through building an 
environment for urban dialogue for all Kabul citizens. By doing so we wanted to find truly urban 
collective intelligence and contribute to city related issues collective decision making by sharing our 
findings with Kabul Municipality for inclusion into Kabul decade of action plan for the year 2020-2030. 

1.4 Collaboration and Experiment setting 
In April 2019, we officially contacted Kabul Municipality “KM”, Afghanistan in order create a joint 
research collaboration project between Nagoya Institute of Technology “NITech” and KM to examine 
the applicability of crowd discussion support system for urban dialogue in Kabul city. September 2019, 
we had an opportunity to sign up a MoU with Kabul City Municipality and establish collaboration 
setting for a year and half research project as well as establish setting of series of social experiment 
with Kabul city Municipality. We setup 6 phases of experiments namely kick off, discussion, prioritizing, 
consensus prioritization, sharing findings, discussing of actions. In this study, we report the results 
from first and second phase (D1-D17). Figure. 1 outline the social experiments life cycle for our project.  

 

Figure 1. Outline of social experiment cycles 
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2. RESULTS 

The main objective is to gather citizens opinions for Kabul comprehensive 2020-230 city’s action plan, 
generated by Kabul Municipality. Firstly, we conducted a one-day experiment with city central and its 
22 district municipal officials on November 13, 2019, followed by 22 municipal districts citizens social 
experiment from January 28 to May 30, 2020. In this study, we report the results obtained from first 
and second phase of societal experiment cycle (D1-D17, Jan 28-Mar 1). In our first experiment Kabul 
city officials hold their meeting through using D-Agree. They discussed the 6 city real themes and D-
Agree utilization within KM Fig 2(b). The participants were 65 city officials including 22 city 
municipal districts mayors, directors and deputy mayors and Kabul Capital city Mayor. The themes 
were facilitated by KM’s Chief of staff and AI agent. After the experiment KM’s chief of staff provided 
the meeting members theme’s questionnaires, which the members could express their satisfaction 
towards discussed themes from range of 1-5, 5: the highest degree of satisfaction to 1 the lowest one. 
Fig 2(a) shows number of logged in participants in each theme and their stratification score. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We started the second phase by conducting social experiment with 22 city maniacal districts, starting 
from District 1 “D1” to D22, each district will be given two days, one-day in second, third, fourth and 
sixth phases respectively (Fig1). In this paper, we report the findings of D1 to D17 of phase two from 
January 28 to March 1, 2020.Each district enabled to post only one district theme, and participants 
asked to give their comment under the post. KM advertise the experiment through their homepage 
and Facebook pages to collect larger opinions of people into discussion.  We got 2,456-page views, 1,354 
registered users, 1,478 times logged in into the system, 2,259 submitted comments, 1,783 agreed/likes. All discussion 
themes were facilitated by each district directorate and AI agent, 1094 out of 3353 posted comment items were done 
by cooperation between humans ang agents, which 652 was by agent and 442 by districts facilitators. Figure 3(a) 
shows the outline of D1-D17 social experiments. The top six discussion intention were concerns over “Security & 
Crimes”, lack of “Public Transportation” in the city, low access to city’s “Electricity & Water services”, lack of 
proper timeline of “Sanitation services” within city, no quality and control over projects “Maintenance”, lack of 
greenery and “Public park” respectively. As top actual discussed case “Security” considered the much needed for 
development of communities. Lots participant posted idea to solve this case, such as bring peace by political 
settlement, create jobs for peace, education for security, integration of peace for security, negotiation settlement with 
national, regional and international and stakeholders with proxy war players and so on. As a measure of AI agent 
facilitation, we found that collaborative facilitation between districts facilitators and agents worked quite well.  
 

 

(a)                                                                                      (b) 
                                         Figure 2. Outline of social experiment cycles 

               (a)                                                                                    (b) 
                                         Figure 3. Outline of social experiment cycles 
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It also mentions the implications of international differences between our Nagoya experiment case and 
Kabul experiment social systems highlighted from the episodes of the debriefing social discussion 
conducted through utilizing D-Agree. The main differences between Nagoya and Kabul. In Kabul the 
main constraint is access to cyber space due to low quality and cost of internet, where in Nagoya we 
don’t have such an issue for online discussion. The other aspect is the participation intention to online 
discussion, where the Afghan side outline the Japanese side. This is because Japan is a develop country 
and as it is to urban infrastructures and city services, they don’t have any concern to raise but there in 
Afghan side everybody has participation intention to a city related dialogue in order to raise their voices. 
Besides, Kabul is a conflict affected city where people have both social soft problems as well is urban 
infrastructure and tackle with lots of city services issues. Finally, this research project will help us to 
design a novel hybrid discussion model by using AI facilitation-based crowd discussion system through 
real-cyber based discussion systems collaboration towards a creative sustainable urban dialogue for 
finding truly social collective intelligence. 

3. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we presented our current joint research project to study wicket problems for SDGs into 
fragile and conflict-affected city by conducting series of social experiments using discussion support 
system based on AI facilitation, which the AI agent extract the discussion structure from participants 
posted texts, analyze and visualize them and collaboratively facilitate the discussion. We did 18 
experiments where system’s AI functionality work quite well. 
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